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PARKING offers a smarter way to manage your 
Avid storage, Avid projects and Avid workspaces

The smarter way to manage Avid edit storage

PARKING: a range of products that simplify and 
automate the management, backup & archive of 
Avid storage and projects

Broadcasters are typically wasting up to 20% of their shared storage capacities simply due to 
duplicate files or orphaned media. 

With the ever increasing demand to use more media there is a growing need for organisations  
to optimise shared storage resources. 

Our range of PARKING solutions provide an Avid project and workspace aware toolset to 
analyse, manage and optimise shared storage. PARKING understands the relationship between 
projects, bins, their media and the workspaces they are stored in.

PPARKING speeds up the regular shared storage administration process enabling personnel to 
focus on other critical and revenue generating tasks. 

Avid Storage Management Solution
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Project and media deletion

Take Projects Offsite

Use 3rd Party Storage

Move projects off-site

Find & Remove Duplicate Media

Find & Remove Orphan Media

Free up Edit Storage 

Off-Line Workflows
                                                                    

Archive system API integration

Archive Projects 

Gather project media together

Disaster Recovery

PARKING SOLUTIONS

Tracks projects and workspaces over time

Select projects or workspaces to study their contents

Count total files in projects or workspaces 

Group projects together to see total usage

Archive, transfer or delete entire projects and their media

Restore projects or only a selection of the bins

API iAPI integration with 3rd party archive storage systems
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AVID PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Summary of all of your Avid storage

Instant visual view of storage efficiency

Critical statistics at a glance

Identify the last known location of off-line files

Identify and delete orphan and duplicate files

Track changes in use over time

Export sExport storage analysis data for use in Excel

AVID STORAGE ANALYSIS

“PARKING saves us time as the process is automated. The reports and statistics 
we get enable the de-duplicating of material which frees up storage space too.”

Eoin Brennan, post production supervisor, TV3 Group, Eire

Avid Storage Management Solution

PARKING


